
drink everywhere



two professional barmen united by a passion for mixing with an

ambitious and independent spirit and a single goal: 

To bring our ten years experience in the world of events 

who we arewho we are  

luca e marco 



we bring our cocktail bar everywhere to any event: 

wedding party, birthdays, business or private parties

and much more.

what we dowhat we do  
two words: 

cocktail catering



Ares, perla, maya: elegant and refined

hawaiian bar: perfect for pool parties 

the loft:  excellent for street events

mirror white and black: unique and sophisticated

moto bar: gritty and original

designed to adapt to every environment and circumstance:

our bar countersour bar counters



ares, perla, mayaares, perla, maya
  

3 personalities,  a single soul:
handcrafted and modular solution for every

occasion,  avaible in pearly,  coppered or matte
black version

 



a glimpse of summer for your events: 
tropical texture perfect for open air and 

pool parties

hawaiian barhawaiian bar  



I loftI loft

Avaible in contemporary of New york look, with brick

texture for an industrial style



  

mirror whitemirror white

white, candid and pure! 

it adapts to any context and enlightens your event

 



mirror blackmirror black

black as the night, sparkling like your event:

a bar with a strong and elegant character



the corner of relaxation and tasting: 

a perfect combination
cigars, PREMIUM spirits, chocolate for a pleasure escape

cigar cornercigar corner



motorcycle barmotorcycle bar

designed for the cigar corner,with rum

whiskey tasting, but it is much more!

also perfect for buvette and bar service 



bottle rackbottle rack  

essential complement: modular bottle rack with  4 or 8

steps and internal illumination to make bottles and

glasses stand up.

available :

 black and white



When willyou arrive at the location?  

Can your bar counters be set up anywhere?  

Do you take care of bringing in all the setups for the event? 

How will the drinks be charged? 

Will there be a menu on the bar counter? 

What cocktails do you prepare? 

       We will get there two hours before the event starts

      Yes, and always safely.

     We bring everything we need for our work, and leave the place as it was when we arrived.

      Whit glass counting or with drink cards that you will get before the event starts.

      Yes, there will be a drink list available for everyone to choose their drinks.

      Every classic cocktails, reinterpretations of the most famous drinks and customized cocktails.

 

faqfaq Frequently asked questions
and doubts



    CONTActsCONTActs
Marco: +39 340 323 9658
Luca:    +39 347 830 0181

info@dueontheroad.it

dueontheroad.it

dueontheroad

@dueontheroad

Via Virle 1 - 10138
Torino


